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Kaurna welcome if not done at the beginning.The Hon Michael O’Brien – MP & Minister for the Public Sector, fellow presenters, ladies & gentlemen. It’s a pleasure to be here to share with you our Continuous Improvement journey at Dept For Communities & Social Inclusion. My role here today is to share with you some practical strategies we are employing at DCSI  for generating improvement. My presentation will focus more about the how of introducing a continuous improvement approach. My presentation will focus more on the process improvement aspect of the HPF Characteristic 4, building block 1 – you can find this on the second side of the sheet in your folder. The other presenters have focussed more on innovation.I’m not here to present a story of the perfect continuous improvement approach – we are over 5 years into our continuous improvement journey and we are still learning about what works & what doesn’t. Every organisation has a different culture and what works in one may not be a good approach for another.
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Our Vision

Department for
Communities &
Social Inclusion

… a better life for South Australians
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Our improvement journey began in earnest in 2006 .Our Vision is - “a better life for South Australians”. DCSI is an organisation where increasing demand for services always outstrips the resources available. To deliver on our vision we need to be constantly improving at all levels. We want to maximise the use our funding dollar to deliver more services to our clients



Department for Communities & Social Inclusion

• Diverse services
• Diverse customers
• About 5,400 employees
• Estimated $1.25 billion expenditure 

2011/12
• Funding of over $432m to NGO’s
• 365 worksites across SA
• Many stakeholders
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Range of services & diverse client base - not all are voluntary clientsSeparate businesses with a need to work together to serve our clients – Housing SA, Youth Justice, Disability SA services, Dom Care SA, Community Connect, Office for Youth, Women & Volunteers & Multicultural Affairs – wide range of services but we often have common clients – strong social justice culture. In effect we provide or fund the majority of “welfare services” in the stateOver 5,400 head count - relatively large number of employees & a wide range of professions.Over $1.5 billion in expenditure in 2010 – majority of funding is for delivery of services to clients but we also have significant asset expenditure in Housing SA. There are many sources of funding but the majority is Commonwealth or State Government funding.Many worksites across the State – so we are geographically disbursedLast year we funded 618 NGO partners with $432 million in grants.Why am I sharing this?Every organisation is different and this will influence your approach and deployment of continuous improvement strategies.The size of the organisation has presented challenges.
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Every organisation has a different culture and some strategies work more effectively than others. I will step through some of our strategies in more detail, giving you an opportunity to think about whether these strategies may be useful for your organisation.



Frameworks

Business Excellence Framework
• Self assessment
• External evaluation

High Performance Framework
• Self assessment

Australian Service Excellence Standards
• For NGO partners
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My view is they are all very similar and it doesn’t really matter which one we are using, but we need to consistently apply one internally. It’s a systemic way of evaluating your leadership & management systems & provides a lens through which you can view your organisation.The Australian Service Excellence Standard was developed in-house for use by our sector & we continue to use this framework for our Non-Government Organisation partners. We link grant funding to use of SEF to give us confidence that they are continually improving their management systems.We have conducted a self assessment against the HPF & plan for another one next year. The benefit of the HPF is the mandatory requirement & link to CE’s performance report.We started with the BEF in 2006 and it has greater recognition internally.The benefits of BEF are the internationally recognised framework, external evaluation against private & public organisations, the rigour in scoring and the awards process.BEF has been more of a top down approach for continuous improvement – feeding improvement opportunities at the Strategic level. We are aiming to undergo external evaluation every 3 years, enabling time for implementing improvement in the intervening period.
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This is a picture of our executive sponsor – Peter Bull receiving the bronze business excellence award in 2009. Winning the award means that we have many good systems in place – it also means we have a lot more improvement to make!We are proud of the award because we received independent evaluation and we have been actioning the feedback we received from the evaluation report.The other reason I have included this slide is because I believe it is important to have at least one Executive Sponsor who has the passion & commitment to drive the continuous improvement initiatives.



• 3 month accredited learning program
• Project teams
• Learn and apply improvement tools
• Teams deliver recommendations for 

improvement on real projects

Business Improvement Challenge
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Facilitated 3 month program – participants take time out of their normal role to attend classroom learning and work on an improvement project.  We have worked in partnership with our College for Learning & development to ensure staff receive qualifications for completing the program in demonstrated competencies.Accredited qualifications – participants can achieve competencies towards a Cert 3 or Diploma in Gov’t.We advertise the program & staff nominate to attend with the support of their manager. Participants come from across DCSI, from any level & profession and any age.Projects are nominated by Executives, through the BEF evaluation or come from participants but must be suitable for short term Project teams to work on.Learn improvement tools – process mapping, cause & effect, basic stats & data gathering, customer input, benchmarking, prioritisation tools, etc.Plan, Do, Study, Act cycleOperational improvement & engaging staff The final day, participants present their findings and recommendations to Senior Managers and other key stakeholders.Managers are encouraged to use BIC participants on improvement projects in the local workplace.To date we have had over 125 staff participate in improvement challenges undertaking 41 improvement projects.Many of you would have used these tools before & may even know the tools from other quality approaches such as Lean Thinking, BPM, TQM, Quality Circles. Parts of our organisation are not mature enough to be applying six sigma.We have discovered the improvement cycle is built into many professional practices social work discipline (action reflection model), Project management, learning cycles (L&D), policy development, etc. Tailoring language for a Human Services Department has been important for engaging people.We seek feedback during and after the program and monitor a range of KPI’s in relation to the BIC.BIC is part of our bottom up improvement strategy – having people at all levels of the organisation working on improvement initiatives. Interesting that about half of participants have been promoted since completing the BIC.



Continuous improvement tools

• Process mapping
• Cause & effect
• Measures & statistics
• Customer feedback
• Force field analysis
• Prioritisation techniques
• Benchmarking
• etc
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Use of these easy structured improvement tools help people to gain an understanding of the process and process issues. They are the same tools used in many improvement methodologies such as lean thinking Staff are encouraged to have a systemic as well as A systems approach to problem solving.



Examples of Projects

• Animal matters
• Ministerials
• Incontinence products
• Staff suggestion process
• Clients living in squalor or hoarding
• Staff recruitment & induction
• Reporting processes for major urban renewal 

projects
• Volunteer management
• Assessment & provision of orthotics
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As you can see BIC teams work on a wide range of process improvement topics – from direct customer service to internal management systems.I don’t have time to talk to you about the outcomes on all of these projects – just to share one example. The project regarding Animal Matters was interesting. In Disability we often have staff visiting clients in their own homes. Our primary service is to clients with a disability but sometimes staff discover that for various reasons, pets have not been properly cared for & this can be distressing. The issue was identified and a team formed to analyse the situation & make recommendations. Since then the Department has implemented a MOU with RSPCA – here is a photo of ED Lynne Young signing the MOU, so that staff can refer difficult situations involving animals to an organisation that can help. A policy & resources have been created so that staff know what to do.  It hasn’t resulted in savings, but our staff have resources they need in order to help clients.The outcomes vary from project to project - achievements have included introduction of new services or processes, improved customer service, staff satisfaction, $ savings through reducing cost or improving efficiency, reduction in error rates, and better consistency of processes.We’ve had a look at the success rate of implementing project recommendations and some projects have been more successful in realising outcomes than others. We’ve used our own techniques to make changes that will result in a higher success rate for project implementation.



Development Sessions

• Range of continuous improvement tools
• Interactive learning
• 1 – 1.5 hour sessions on an improvement 

technique
• Greater numbers of staff can attend
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Many staff have provided with us feedback that they can’t commit the time to a formal learning program.So we added the development sessions to enable everyone to learn about the improvement tools. People find they can easily schedule 1-1.5 hours to learn about an improvement tool. The development sessions are like scheduling yourself to attend a meeting.Available to all staff, people book themselves into sessions through an online booking tool.Each session covers one tool. At the moment we offer 17 improvement session topics including cause & effect analysis, process mapping, process measures, customer value tool, prioritisation techniques, lean thinking, “Fish”, benchmarking, etc. as well as sessions on other corporate initiatives such as e-reference, risk management, customer feedback system, etc.To date we have had about 1,500 attendees since sessions commenced in 2008.We extend these sessions to people from our NGO partners.This has been a good avenue for our team to pick up additional work – participants enjoy & benefit from the sessions and often invite us to come & deliver sessions for their work team. It also means people think of us when they need mentoring or assistance with project work. Our team is able to facilitate improvement projects on request. 



Bright Sparks

• Staff ideas process
• Connectors Committee 
• Idea sponsors
• Feedback to idea submitter
• “Watts” recognises contributions
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Our first self assessment against the Business Excellence Framework identified a gap – the Department didn’t have any formal process for sourcing & capturing good ideas from staff.This became a project for a Business Improvement Challenge team and a team of staff developed the recommended process..They undertook research and made recommendations for the DCSI process, including the marketing and promotion of the process. This fluffy watts (based on the light bulb concept) is a small yellow pompom character & the ideas mascot. When staff submit an idea, they receive a “wattsie” in recognition of their contribution to improvement.Ideas are considered by The Connectors Committee & almost all ideas are progressed to an idea sponsor who is required to investigate the feasibility of the idea and provide a response within a timeframe.The process commenced in 2006 and to date 496 ideas have been submitted by staff.A significant proportion of ideas are things already in place (& staff don’t know about it) and some ideas may not be feasible for progress. We do have lots of ideas implemented, they tend to be incremental improvement ideas and corporate related.We find that idea sponsors have a tendency to ideas as “extra” work.



Quality Management System

• Departmental system based on ISO:9001
• Quality manual
• Focus on operational process 

management for consistency
• Online improvement register
• Group of trained internal auditors
• External certification is optional
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Some areas of the Department already ISO accreditation such as the ICT area & Highgate Park catering. Dom Care have QIC (Quality Improvement Council) & some areas are required to comply with HACC & Aged Care accreditation.Feedback from the Business Excellence evaluators was that management of processes is not consistent across DCSI. We need to better manage processes for more consistent customer service.We have recently introduced a generic Departmental system based on ISO accreditation. Participating areas map their processes and then periodically audit against them.An online improvement register ensures that opportunities for improvement are captured and actioned.To me, having standards or quality accreditation processes are like getting the foundations right, whereas a quality framework such as the HPF sets goals for aspirational quality.



Youth Challenge

• Targets people under 30 years old
• Cross-Government participants
• 1 week off line – 4-6 staff
• Teams deliver 

recommendations for 
improvement on real 
projects
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The Youth Challenge was started in 2005.This strategy is about improvement but also about engaging Generation Y staff & our desire to provide opportunities for younger people. This strategy is part of our HR Workforce plan.To participate you must be 30 years or younger, I didn’t realise that I was old until I joined DCSI! Staff from across DCSI and other SA Government Departments participate.Senior Managers propose suitable projects – real business issues and sponsor a team.Participants come together on the Monday morning – many have never met before. They work together for the whole week on the project. They are provided with very little skill development but do get access, guidance and mentoring from anyone they need. On Friday afternoon, they present their findings and recommendations to senior managers & key stakeholders. It’s then up to the Executive sponsor to implement recommendations.Participants qualify for a single unit of competency



Conclusion

• We have challenges
• Improvement strategies take time & effort
• Tangible results
• Involvement of all staff 
• Lots of incremental improvement = 

significant outcomes
• Improvement strategies take you towards 

High Performance
• Better outcomes for stakeholders
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Improvement strategies are not a quick fix, results take time to realise.We have many of the same challenges you do. We’re a large organisation & we’d like to engage everyone in the improvement effort.  We are struggling to measure the real impact of improvement strategies for our customers. We have different customer groups & regional considerations. Not all our project recommendations are implemented.We’ve achieved a lot but we don’t have all the answers.Processes to ensure innovation take a lot of effort for significant results. Engaging as many staff as we can in incremental improvement can also give significant results.Being a high performing organisation means that you need to have processes in place to allow for structured improvement and staff skilled in problem solving techniques, otherwise improvement happens by the initiative & goodwill of only some of our people.My husband & I recently bought a new car. We were so happy with the make & model of the car we bought 13 years ago, that we purchased a similar vehicle again. I’ve always heard about the car industry setting annual targets for cost reduction and improved quality & we’ve now experienced this. Our new car has many more new features & we paid $10,000 less than the car we bought 13 years ago.I’ll leave you with 2 questions:Do our stakeholders deserve the same kinds of results – better quality service at a lower cost?And, What is your plan the next time we are asked to make budget cuts? Can you afford to NOT invest in improvement strategies?
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